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•	180,000	rand	in	power	savings	in	first	
year

•	Less	Staff	required	for	administration
•	More	time	available	to	focus	on	core	
infrastructure	and	security

The numbers

Objective 
ExecuJet	Aviation	Group	wanted	to	free	
its	workforce	force	to	work	effectively	
and	securely	regardless	of	location.	The	
company	wanted	to	move	to	a	more	
carbon	friendly,	cost	effective	model	of	IT.

solution 
The	company	has	started	to	virtualize	
its	desktop	environment	using	VMware	
View	technology,	enabling	employees	
to	securely	access	data	from	any	device	
wherever	they	are.	

business Impact 
•	Forecasting	power	saving	in	excess	of	
180,000	rand	in	first	year

•	Major	step	on	path	to	becoming	a	
paperless	organisation

•	Considerably	increased	security	of	
data	

•	Supporting	effective	use	of	tablet	
devices	across	the	organisation	

•	Enabling	move	towards	more	cost-
effective	thin	client	model

•	Reduced	IT	support	times	and	costs

In brIef

Industry
Aviation	

Corporate headquarters
Zurich,	Switzerland	

employees
800+	

Annual revenue
TBC		

Website
http://www.execujet.net/en/index.aspx	
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Private Aviation Company improves  
customer service using desktop  
virtualization to go mobile

“Dealing with highly discerning clients means we have to be at the cutting 
edge of service and innovation. Being able to use Windows 7 on tablet 
devices with the help of VMware View has drastically increased flexibility 
and improved working practices across the board - from sales executives 
to pilots to maintenance engineers, all of which helps us deliver the best 
service possible to our customers.”

—  Pieter Steyn, Infrastructure Services Manager, South Africa and Nigeria, ExecuJet Aviation 
Group

The ExecuJet Aviation Group is a global business aviation organisation, offering 
a diverse range of services, including aircraft sales, management and charter. 
Headquartered in Zürich, Switzerland, ExecuJet has operations in Africa, Asia, 
Australasia, Europe, Latin America and the Middle East. Employing over 800 staff, it 
manages 150 business jets. Working with highly discerning customers, ExecuJet is 
focused on providing the best and most professional customer service at every level 
of the organisation.  

ExecuJet runs four data centres in Johannesburg, Capetown, Zurich and Dubai that 
underpin the IT for the entire organisation. Two years ago, the South African data 
centre desperately needed to upgrade a large amount of legacy infrastructure, and 
the company decided to consolidate its server infrastructure using VMware. 

“Three of our biggest challenges we faced as a business were; how to give our staff 
the tools to work effectively on the move, how to improve our overall data security, 
and how to make our organisation as a whole more eco-friendly by moving towards 
a paperless approach,” explains Pieter Steyn, Infrastructure Services Manager, South 
Africa and Nigeria, ExecuJet Aviation Group. “Desktop virtualisation seemed to be 
the ideal match to tackle all these needs.” 

“Following the success of our server virtualisation project, the management team got 
fully behind the IT team to explore the benefits of implementing a virtual desktop 
infrastructure. We looked into a number of options, but due to our great experiences 
with VMware and the range of features on offer, we chose to implement VMware 
View. After a successful two month trial in our Capetown and Johannesburg branch, 
we’re now on the path to rolling out View to nearly 300 desktops within South Africa 
and later Nigeria.” 

VMware View enables move to tablets 

By using VMware View, ExecuJet employees are now able to run Windows 7 from 
any internet-enabled device. 

“Working in the private jet business, our executives have a certain image to uphold 
while representing the company at luxury air shows and to millionaire clients. Being 
able to run Windows 7 on tablet devices means they can network at air shows, 
present at client meetings, answer emails, generate quotes and update contracts all 
on a tablet. It looks impressive and gives them an extra edge. From a practical point 
of view, it also means they do not have to carry a hefty laptop around with them at 
all times, as they often have to travel to see clients or new prospects at short notice. 

execuJet Aviation Group
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“With the help of VMware View 
we are not only giving our 
employees the tools they need to 
work more effectively but we are 
also well on the way to becoming 
a paperless organisation.”

– Pieter Steyn, Infrastructure Services 
Manager, South Africa and Nigeria, 
ExecuJet Aviation Group 

“Not only have our security 
concerns been greatly reduced 
with desktop virtualization, we 
are also expecting substantial 
cost savings in terms of licensing 
and hardware as well as over 
180,000 Rand per year on 
power”

– Pieter Steyn, Infrastructure Services 
Manager, South Africa and Nigeria, 
ExecuJet Aviation Group 

What is more, because VMware View can run over very low bandwidth connections, 
our execs know they can rely on it to work, even in more remote places where speeds 
can be very inconsistent,” says Steyn.   

The aviation and maintenance division is also experiencing the advantages of virtual 
desktop technology. Aviation staff are on a 24 hour rotation, so need to have access 
to the latest information at all times. They deal with landing permits, flight planning 
and flight clearances which can now be handled conveniently from tablet devices. 

The maintenance engineers are also greatly benefiting from the flexibility VMware 
View allows them. ExecuJet constantly updates and revises its repair manuals based 
on ongoing feedback, with manuals differing from aircraft to aircraft. As these 
constantly updated manuals are hosted online, previously, the engineers had to print 
off manuals before entering an aircraft and afterwards would spend up to four hours 
writing reports. Today, all the engineers need are their tablet computers, from which 
they are able to access all the latest manuals. In addition to this, they can enter report 
data straight to the system while they are in the aircraft, saving them a lot of valuable 
time and effort. 

VMware View increases security, cuts power and licensing costs 

Improving security was a major factor in ExecuJet’s decision to move to a virtual 
desktop infrastructure. “For security reasons we wanted to make sure that no data 
was saved on hard drives or desktops and that everything was stored in a central 
location. Desktop virtualisation enables us to take control of our data and set access 
restrictions depending on an employee’s role, effectively eliminating the risk of any 
data being lost or stolen from an end user device,” explains Steyn.

“A further benefit of consolidating data in the data centre is that we are able to 
move to a thin client model as opposed to refreshing PC hardware. As a thin client 
consumes 2,100 South African Rand less power each month, we are looking to save in 
excess of 180,000 Rand annually, which is a considerable amount.” 

ExecuJet is also set to save substantial amounts on licensing and administration 
costs: “With our current licensing structure, when a PC is decommissioned, the 
software license is not transferrable, which means we lose up to 5,000 Rand. With 
VMware View this problem does not exist, as the software is decoupled from the 
machine. 

Further savings and efficiencies have been realised in day to day IT operations. 
“Administering and maintaining the system is so much easier with View. From 
updating service packs, to testing and upgrading security software - everything can 
be done centrally. There is no need for junior staff to conduct manual maintenance 
on each PC on the office floor; all we need now is a few highly skilled professionals in 
the data centre.” 

While ExecuJet is only at the beginning of its major roll-out of VMware View, 
eventually all employees will work from thin clients. “Our network infrastructure is 
becoming increasingly independent of any hardware, which means employees will be 
able to use their personal devices to access work programmes from anywhere they 
wish to.

“Our goal is to virtualize the entire environment. We want to go completely 
paperless, apart from the documents the law requires us to keep on print. We want 
all our data to be safe and secure, but still accessible from around the world, while 
saving money in the process and VMware View is helping us achieve this goal. Once 
the South African organisation is fully virtualized, we have no doubt our operations 
across Europe and the Middle East will quickly follow suit,” concludes Steyn.


